GIVIT Charity Welcome
We would like to take this opportunity to introduce you to a unique FREE service which is
available to all agencies, services and charities in Australia! GIVIT is a national not-for-profit
connecting those who have with those who need, in a private and safe way. Our vision is to
match generosity with genuine need; our purpose is to satisfy unmet need within the Australian
community by inspiring and connecting an online network of givers - aiming to ensure every
charity has what it needs through the simple act of giving.
A registered not-for-profit, GIVIT is a free service available to all agencies, services and charities
in Australia working directly with impoverished, marginalised and vulnerable people. Through
our website givit.org.au Australians are able to see exactly what items you require for your
clients, and donate those directly to you. You can also request specific items via the GIVIT List
which is sent to more than 9,000 potential donors each week.
Our aim is to make it easier for you to empower your clients and improve their quality of life
by obtaining the items they require, online and at no cost.
GIVIT currently supports Australia’s most trusted charities by sourcing quality urgently needed
items direct from the public. These charities include domestic violence shelters, homelessness
networks, child safety charities, youth at risk agencies and many others. Since it was established
in 2009, GIVIT has facilitated the donation of hundreds of thousands of items from nail clippers
to large electrical items and everything in between. Managed and staffed predominantly by
skilled volunteers, GIVIT is non-denominational with no cultural, religious or political affiliations.
Above all, GIVIT aims to preserve the dignity and promote the well-being of recipients. GIVIT
adheres to a strict Privacy Policy, ensuring the anonymity of the recipients is preserved.
Here are some reasons why you should register your service with GIVIT!





We offer our service to you FREE of charge
We work with all services, agencies and not-for-profits across all sectors
Obtain QUALITY items for your clients at no charge
Request specific items via the GIVIT List which reaches thousands of potential
donors
 Take items from our “Virtual Warehouse” – items pledged by donors in your area
 Join almost 1,900 not-for-profit organisations nationally already using GIVIT
 We are very conscious of the Privacy Act - privacy is extremely important to us
 GIVIT is new, original and hopes to make your job easier!
To register (a simple process) go to givit.org.au click on ‘Charities’ then ‘Register’. As soon as
your registration has been approved you will be able to request items for your clients.
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